• on the Nimrod expedition (1907-09) as physicist; • on the Aurora expedition as supreme commander, having organised and raised the funds for it, as well as commanding the principal continental base; • on the Discovery expedition (1929-30; 1930-31) as commander, again having played the dominant role in establishing what was in this instance only a ship-based venture. Only the first two expeditions are of interest here -the northern party of the Nimrod expedition, and (more extensively) the operations at the 'Main Base' of the Aurora expedition. We can categorise silence and sound in the following ways:
• Mawson's musings on Antarctic sounds, etc (outside); • Morse code wireless-related matters (inside); and, in passing, • other technological noises inside the hut: a range of sounds aside from wireless. Within this broad spectrum ranging from Mawson's musings to Morse code, the following subjects stand out:
Mawson's musings (outside)
Morse code (inside the Main Base hut) poetry (improvised) wireless-related sounds relating to sledging end of 'Heroic Era'? relating to blizzards first wireless message It would be interesting also to briefly consider what other sounds perhaps echoed around the huts of these expeditions that competed with Antarctic silence. Other technological noises heard inside the hut (but not discussed further in this paper) included acetylene lighting in operation, music playing (gramophone, improvised band), air-tractor engine running, lathe operating, welding ('thermiting'), and the tide gauge clock -warmed at night inside! 2 So aside from noises emanating from animal life and the elements, silence is not all pervading.
The following text written by Mawson is from the copy of 6 -was written by Robert Service, the 'Canadian Kipling'. Mawson probably made these changes only to make the text more relevant to David's (and his own) experiences. But the lines 'If perchance you hear the silence calling, The frozen music of star-yearning heights,' to me raise the question: did these evocative words draw Mawson to this poem? Did they speak powerfully to him, even if in a near silent way? All that can be said conclusively was that Service was noted as being a great favourite of many of the men -including Mawson -on these earlier expeditions.
While this question will otherwise have to be left unanswered, there are a few examples of Mawson's thoughts which implicitly refer to (in this case, the absence of) distracting sounds, while outside sledging in Antarctica: ' At times during the long hours of steady tramping across the trackless snow-fields, one's thoughts flow on a clear and limpid stream, the mind is unruffled and composed'. This diary entry dates from the end of Nimrod Expedition.
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Another example relating to exterior sounds is also from his diaries: 'Snow could be seen pouring over the "Barrier"… [and was] the main cause of the seething roar, but it was mingled with an undernote of deeper tone from the upland plateau -like the wind in a million tree-tops '. 8 This last example is from Mawson's Aurora expedition, a longer expedition to this treeless continent, which brings us to the subject of the sounds inside Main Base, specifically those involved with wireless telegraphy.
The wireless masts dominated Cape Denison, even in states of incompletion. They served roles beyond that of wireless telegraphy. Flags flown from the masts were a signal to the ships off the coast, their stays were guides in blizzards, and the varying degrees of completion were a message to the men as to the happenings around the base. Mawson's expedition pioneered the use of wireless telegraphy down south, but not without many setbacks.
Officially, wireless operations began relatively late in 1912: 'Sept 30, aerial was at such a height as to give hope that long-distance messages might be despatched … The [Buzzacott] engine started and gradually got up speed in the dynamo.
5 One or more detached verses at the end of a literary composition, serving to convey the moral, or to address the poem to a particular person (orig. employed in old French poetry); a conclusion or result. 6 A cheechako is 'a person newly arrived in the mining districts of Alaska or northwestern Canada', Oxford Dictionaries, 'cheechako', http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/american_english/cheechako, accessed 9 June 2014. A fortnight later, on 13 October 1912, one mast blew down. No further wireless contact was achieved until early 1913, when it was 'possible for Jeffryes to "hear" Wellington, Sydney, Melbourne and Hobart, and once he managed to communicate directly with the last-named. Then there were numerous ships passing along the southern shores of Australia or in the vicinity of New Zealand whose "calls" were audible … occasionally the "chatter in the ether" was so confusing that Sawyer, at Macquarie Island, would signal that he was "jammed".' 10 This reference to the 'chatter' over the wireless suggests that their silence was already lost, even if only at times. But Mawson revealed a more obvious sense in which the notion of Antarctic silence does not fit with the reality of life at Main Base in 1913, in a related passage concerning the practical difficulties of carrying out wireless receiver work. During this work: So many adventitious sounds had to be neglected; the noise of the wind as it swept by the Hut; then there was the occasional crackling of 'St. Elmo's fire'; 11 the dogs in the veranda shelter were not always remarkable for their quietness; while within the Hut it was impossible to avoid slight sounds which were often sufficient to interrupt the sequence of a message; … when the aurora [Australis] was visible, signals would often die away … Jeffryes would sometimes spend the whole evening trying to transmit a single message … [It was] found easier to transmit and receive wireless messages between certain hours.
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The significance of wireless telegraphy: The end of an era Some significant early expeditions to Antarctica were those of Scott (1910-13, Terra Nova) , Mawson (1911-14, Aurora) , Shackleton (1914-16 , Endurance/ Aurora), Rymill (1934-37, Penola) In their classifications of eras or periods of Antarctic expeditions, Law (1957) and Fisher and Fisher (1958) put the end of the heroic era at 1916 and 1922 respectively (see Table 1 ). In other words, these authors included Mawson's 1911-14 expedition in the heroic era rather than their later mechanised or development era, though it is worthy of comment that Law and the Fishers don't agree with each other on when this next era should start, indicating just how subjective the precise establishment of such eras can be. I suggest that a new Australian (post-Phillip Law) interpretation, based on the significance of the wireless communications, adds to our understanding of Antarctic history. This new division for the heroic era ends in 1913, after Scott's last expedition, when wireless was now a reality, and the traditional silence or lack of communication with the outside world that so characterised any ventures over the Antarctic winter was broken.
The end of this era, and beginning of the Mechanisation (Technological) Era then follows -or in other words, the end of silence … Given the importance of wireless, it is interesting to know what was the first wireless telegraphy message from Antarctica to the outside world. While the official record provides one answer to this, one of the expeditioners, Charles Laseron, in his account of the venture provides the following unofficial answer relating to a period early on when the men were experimenting with the new technology, having set it all up:
'We are sorry for poor Laseron.'
So it would appear that Few mutilated messages reached Australia, but of this we knew nothing at the time [September 1912] , as no answers came through.
Probably Hannam or Bickerton, practising Morse, did not realise that their effort was actually going over the air … Some would-be effort of humour on my part … The secretary of the expedition, fortunately decided to wait for further particulars before informing my family.
When the Aurora finally picked us up [early in 1913] he was on board, and almost his first words were, "How is Laseron?".'
Figure 2. A morse key.
Source: Author's own research.
Conclusion
Like many Antarctic veterans, Mawson became sensitive to this unique, largely unknown environment, and this included how sound was at times experienced there. Focusing here particularly on the first two expeditions he was a member of, it is clear he was articulate enough to attempt to identify and compare some of these impressions, revealing for a time something of a Mawson-like poet.
While it can be useful to distinguish between sounds inside Winter Quarters and those outside, this paper has primarily explored something of the range of audio experiences to be encountered inside -when the incessant noise of blizzards did not fully intrude into this cacoon. It can be argued that an examination of these sounds reveals the surprising presence of machines and other technologically advanced equipment. Mechanisation at Main Base in 1912-13 centred on the attempts to establish -and then maintain -wireless telegraphy with the outside world. When contact was first made, despite being almost accidental, the impenetrable silence of Antarctica was broken forever.
Given the irreversible consequences of this momentous break with the past (which had been characterised by year-long isolation with no word from civilisation), a case can be made for a revision of the traditional division of Antarctic historical eras, with the ending of the heroic era being pushed back to 1912 when 'Laseron's' message got through. Coincidentally, this was the same year that Robert Scott's South Pole Party all died, even if it would take until 1913 for this to be known by the outside world, the lengthy delay being in part due to the absence of wireless on his expedition.
This text is taken from Antarctica: Music, sounds and cultural connections, edited by Bernadette Hince, Rupert Summerson and Arnan Wiesel, published 2015 by ANU Press, The Australian National University, Canberra, Australia.
